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Introduction
This document demonstrates the high degree of success students will achieve when using
Scott Foresman – Addison Wesley Mathematics in meeting the Mathematics Content
Standards of the Oklahoma Priority Academic Student Skills. Correlation page references are to
the Pupil Edition and associated Teacher Edition.
Scott Foresman – Addison Wesley Mathematics was carefully developed to reflect the
specific needs of students and teachers at every grade level, while maintaining an overall
primary goal: to have math make sense from every perspective. This program is based on
scientific research that describes how children learn mathematics well and on classroom-based
evidence that validates proven reliability.
z Reaching All Learners
Scott Foresman – Addison Wesley Mathematics addresses the needs of every student
through structured instruction that makes concepts easier for students to grasp. Lessons
provide step-by-step examples that show students how to think about and solve the problem.
Built-in leveled practice in every lesson allows the teacher to customize instruction to match
students’ abilities. Reaching All Learners, featured in the Teacher Edition, helps teachers meet
the diverse needs of the classroom with fun and stimulating activities that are easy to
incorporate directly into the lesson plan.
z Test Prep
Scott Foresman - Addison Wesley Mathematics builds understanding through connections to
prior knowledge, math strands, other subjects and the real world. It provides practice for
maximum results and offers assessment in a variety of ways. Besides carefully placed reviews
at the end of each Section, an important Test Prep strand runs throughout the program. Writing
exercises prepare students for open-ended and short-or extended-response questions on state
and national tests. Spiral review in a test format help students keep their test-taking skills sharp.
z Priority on problem solving:
Problem-solving instruction is systematic and explicit. Reading connections help children with
problem-solving skills and strategies for math. Reading for Math Success encourages students
to use the reading skills and strategies they already know to solve math problems.
z Instructional Support
In the Teacher Edition, the Lesson Planner provides an easy, at-a-glance planning tool. It
identifies objectives, math understandings, focus questions, vocabulary, and resources for each
lesson in the chapter. Professional Development at the beginning of each chapter in the
Teacher Edition includes a Skills Trace as well as Math Background and Teaching Tips for each
section in the chapter.
Ancillaries help to reach all learners with practice, problem solving, hands-on math, language
support, assessment and teacher support. Technology resources for both the student and the
teacher provide a whole new dimension to math instruction by helping to create motivating and
engaging lessons.
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